
CLUB
CLASS

Friendly staff, excellent

crêpes, superb access

to slopes —and snow!

Club Med has found a

winning formula at its

new hotel in Val d’Isère,
says SeanNewsom

W
hat’s the

most

important

thing a
top-notch

f il kii h t l d ?M

family-skiing hotel needs?My

eight-year-old son, Ben, didn’t
miss a beat when I asked him

halfway through our week at

Club Med Val d’Isère in France.

It’ th fi t f th ’

It’s the first of the company’s
top-of-the-range, family-
focused Exclusive Collection

hotels in the Alps, and two

weeks ago I was the first British

l i i i travel writer to test it, so it
wasn’t an idle question.
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Ben’s answer? “Crêpes,”
he said, deploying an ear-

catchingly good French

accent, honed by endless
interaction with the

multilingual staff.

No wonder he was thinking

of pancakes. After a day

whizzing about on Val d’Isère’s
gentler slopes he’d just scoffed

three of them in the lounge at

teatime. That was on top of the
ten he’d had in the morning —
freshly cooked on a giant

griddle in the breakfast buffet.

OK, so was there anything

else he could think of? Yes,he
could. “Raspberry jam,” he

told me. He likes to spread it

over his crêpes.
His 14-year-old brother,

Sam, gavea more considered

response. “Friendly staff,”
was his suggestion.

That was no surprise, either.

The new hotel is designed for

about 560 guests, served by a

team of nearly 300 staff. That’s
a lot of beaming, helpful
people —and they’re ready to

lend a hand, whether you want

more crêpes at breakfast or a
different pair of ski boots from

the rental centre, or if you’ve
come to pick up your son early

from the kids’ club. You can’t
take more than ten steps
through the public rooms

without one of them trilling

a cheerful “Bonjour!” at you.
So was he right? Actually,

no. Because there isn’t just one

thing that makes a family ski

hotel excellent. It’s a checklist

of attributes that’s almost as
long as your holiday —and

what’s striking about this

latest addition to Club Med’s
mountain empire is that it ticks
off so many of them.

It starts with the location.

This is the fifth new-generation
mountain property launched

by the company since 2017,

and it’s the first time that it

has repurposed one of its

existing hotels, rather than
building from scratch. In doing

extraordinary site.
Walk out of the boot room

each morning and to your

right rears the giant pudding-

shaped dome of the Solaise,
where Val d’Isère’s lift-assisted

skiing career began in the

1940s; to the left is the

plunging slope of the Rocher
de Bellevarde. The former is

home to Piste M, one of the

most testing —and

magnificent —red-rated pistes

in France; the latter unleashes
the formidable, black-rated

Face. To reach either one you

just click into your skis and
cruise down an easypiste to

Val’s main hub of ski lifts.

Both reported having at least

50cm of the white stuff

packed down on their pistes
last week —in contrast to a

serious lack of real snow at

some French resorts.
If these two slopes sound

a bit fearsome that’s because

they are. Three of the

Newsoms —my wife, Vera,

Sam and I —were salivating at
the thought, but I was worried

beforehand about the fourth of

our tribe. Ben was still learning

how to make parallel (as

opposed to snowplough)

turns, and my fear was that as

soon as he’d mastered them
a zealous instructor would

drag him down one of those

hell-for-leather slopes and —at

the very least —shatter his
skiing confidence.

What I hadn’t appreciated,

however, was just how fast the
two main lifts in this sector

are, and how quickly they

connect with the docile and

easy-skiing plateaux that open

out behind those two peaks.
Both offer skiing between

2,400 and 2,800m, which

even in our warming climate
is proof against most thaws.

At the time of writing the

snow at the top of the Solaise

was a metre deep, and

throughout the day Val’s

groups of kids up there to

build their skills on the soft,
forgiving snow. Then, once

they’re done, they load their

classesback into the gondolas

and ride the lifts back down

again. It’s an approach that
any intermediate-level skier

should follow in Val d’Isère —
and it worked a treat for Ben.
By the end of the week he was

not just linking parallel turns

on the flatter slopes, he was

trying to ski backwards too.

In other words this is a
breathtaking and multifaceted

place to ski, and Club Med Val

d’Isère is sitting pretty in the

middle of it. To give you a

senseof just what a plum

location it is, consider the

new-build apartments in
nearby Silverstone Lodge.

They’re aimed at people who

want to own a slice of the

same slope and are for sale,
off-plan, through Savills —and

the fanciest will set you back

£15million.
Of course, how a hotel

makes use of such a setting is

crucial too, and that’s where

Club Med’s long years of

experience become apparent.
It’s not just that the ski services

—the rental centre, boot room

and kids’ club kit room —are
next to the snow, nor that your

instructors are waiting there

for you when you emerge, nor

indeed that the bedrooms have

big cupboards for all your
clobber as well asdrawers

under the beds to conceal your

suitcases. What really matters
is the size of the public rooms,

which here create a giant,

free-flowing slot of space and

light over the fourth and fifth

floors of the building; it
includes a lounge, two

restaurants and a bar, as well

asa theatre and dancefloor

that double for most of the day
asanother sitting room.

These are not just spaces

that you walk through
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repeatedly, every day —
because almost everything

they offer is included in the
price of your holiday. That

includes three buffet meals in

the main Bellevarde dining

room, plus pre-lunch and
teatime snacks in the bar, most

drinks (including champagne

in the evening), kids’ clubs,
yoga classes, use of the pool

and spa, your lift passand five

daysof ski lessons. The only

extras you’ll pay for are ski
hire and spa treatments, so

there’s no sense of havering,

wondering which bits to

sample —you’re all in right

from the start.
That’s never more obvious

than at meal times. Oysters,

scallops, tuna, swordfish,

steaks, burgers, ribs, chicken,

sushi, tortillas, pizzas, five or
six kinds of bread freshly

baked on site, a cheese bar

groaning with Beaufort, goat’s
cheese and Roquefort,

Valrhona chocolate parfaits

and perfect little blueberry

tartlets —over the course of

the week we ate them all,
many freshly cooked in front

of us. Even better, because

there’s so much choice and so

many things that even picky

children will eat, all pressure
is off, and asa result little ones

quickly discover a sense of

gastronomic adventure. So,
yes, Ben ate ten mini-pancakes

each breakfast, but he also

returned to our dinner table

one evening bearing his first-

ever langoustine.
Of course not everything

here is brilliant. Bizarrely

Club Med keeps its best self-
service coffee machines in

the bar; those in the

restaurant taste of bitter

instant coffee (although the

staff will fetch a cup of the
good stuff if you ask). More

important, unlike many of its

sister properties, this one

if everyone in your family is

new to skiing and you’re
looking for an all-inclusive
hotel, I’d suggest the Club Med

in La Rosière instead.

However, if a more

challenging trip is your
priority, this is the place.

Club Med defines luxury as

a freedom from constraints,

rather than the accumulation

of fluffy and cosseting details,
and you feel it assoon as you

settle in here —this is a holiday

that’s almost entirely faff-free.
It can be cosy too, as I

discovered one afternoon

when I went to collect Ben

from his post-skiing kids’ club.
I found him in the theatre —
the staff had taken all the

children there to try some
bigger games such as skittles,

Twister and the like, and Ben

was so caught up in playing

them that he didn’t seeme

for half an hour.
Many of his playmates

hadn’t noticed their parents

either, and we all sat discreetly
around the edges, sipping

coffee (from the good

machine) and scoffing slices

of cake while a contented buzz

settled over the enormous
room. At that moment nearly

all the ingredients of the

holiday seemed to be bubbling

deliciously together in the
same pot.

Ben, though, had more

straightforward flavours in
mind. Eventually the moment

passed and it was time to sign

our children out of the group,

and as soon asI had he

grabbed my hand and
marched me off to the other

end of the room —where the

crêpes were being served.

SeanNewsom wasa guestof

Club Med, which hasseven

nights’ all-inclusive for a

family of four from £2,266pp,
including flights and

transfers (clubmed.co.uk);

office (valdisere.com)

The buffet has so

much choice, kids
discover a sense

of gastronomic

adventure

Vald'Isère

Geneva

Turin

Lyons

20 miles
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3MOREFAMILY-FRIENDLY
ALPINERESORTS

If you haven’t yet bagged a family ski holiday

there’s only one rule for the Alps this

winter (unless booking at the very

last minute): aim high — at least

2,000m high. That’s especially

true for Easter, which,

although later in the season,

swerves mid-February’s
breathtaking prices.

TIGNES,FRANCE

Thanks to a ski area, linked to

Val d’Isère’s, that reaches up

to 3,456m, Tignes’
intermediate-friendly slopes are

usually open until May. The self-

catering apartments at the ski-in, ski-out

Montana Village are the ideal base, not least

because of the heated outdoor pool and spa.

Details Seven nights’ self-catering for a

family of four from £620pp, arriving on

April 8 (skicollection.co.uk). Take the train or

drive to Tignes

CERVINIA,ITALY

The spectacular, easy-skiing Cervinia, left ,

links to Zermatt in Switzerland, where the

lifts rise to a sky-scraping 3,899m. Stay at

the four-star Valtur Cervinia Cristallo resort,

which has an indoor pool, childcare

and a shuttle service.

Details Seven nights’ half-

board for a family of four

from £1,299pp, including

flights and transfers,

departing on April 1

(crystalski.co.uk)

OBERGURGL,AUSTRIA

Cuter than most high-

altitude resorts, Obergurgl

is also smaller and quieter.

At the four-star Hotel

Alpenaussicht you’ll be a mere

100m from the nearest lift, and there’s
snowshoeing and cross-country skiing here

too if you want to give different alpine

pursuits a try.

Details Seven nights’ half-board for a family

of four from £1,686pp, including flights and

transfers, departing on April 1 (inghams.co.uk)
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Clockwise from

left: Val d’Isère
resort; the

Newsom family;

part of the Club

Med complex;

hitting the slopes
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